To which markets can antibiotics manufacture supply?

Finding alternative supplies of API sources

Are there supplies of antibiotic with varying availability?

How can you establish a reliable set of global API suppliers to prepare for the unexpected.

How competitive will the antibiotic space be in the next few years?

Of the 16 antibiotics set to go regulated to 2021, the top six based on worldwide supply to regulated are Ceftaroline fosamil, Clarithromycin, Daptomycin, Vancomycin, Azithromycin, and Colistimethate sodium. These 19 sites hold manufacturing capacity to produce your regulated products or licenced active sites capable of producing quantities of the API possible to prepare for the worst case scenario, but with limited volume of API per manufacturing site. The varying supplier of antibiotic varies depending on the API, you may need to explore several different options before establishing a reliable backup plan.

As for the availability of antibiotic, many companies with a long record of supplying the API, have the manufacturing capacity to produce your regulated products or licence active sites capable of producing quantities of the API possible to prepare for the worst case scenario, but with limited volume of API per manufacturing site. The varying supplier of antibiotic varies depending on the API, you may need to explore several different options before establishing a reliable backup plan.

Companies with a long record of supplying the API, have the manufacturing capacity to produce your regulated products or licence active sites capable of producing quantities of the API possible to prepare for the worst case scenario, but with limited volume of API per manufacturing site. The varying supplier of antibiotic varies depending on the API, you may need to explore several different options before establishing a reliable backup plan.

According to Clarivate, there are 1,200 global suppliers of API sources. Of those suppliers, 142 are in the United States, 209 in China, and 555 in Europe. Finding alternative supplies of API sources is essential for companies to ensure a stable supply chain and avoid potential shortages. This requires considering various factors such as geographic location, manufacturing capacity, and regulatory approvals.